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“Young lives, old lives, mothers, brothers and sisters are killed. Lives just
snuffed out. There is mass shooting after mass shooting and nothing
gets done. And the American people want something done.”
REP. MIKE THOMPSON, D-St. Helena, on the frustration over gun violence in America

Thompson battles
gun-control gridlock

The next
big race
to watch
— in 2018
Contest to replace governor
expected to be crowded
and quite possibly historic
By MICHAEL R. BLOOD
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — The presidential
contest is dominating national headlines,
but the toughest campaign in California might be two years
away.
The race to replace
Gov. Jerry Brown in
2018 is emerging as a
potentially historic and
crowded
competition
that could bring the
state its first Asian governor, the first Latino in Antonio
modern times or, maybe, Villaraigosa
the first woman to hold
the job.
Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom started banking
cash more than a year
ago in advance of a
run, and state Treasurer John Chiang sounds
like he’s getting in. Former Los Angeles Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa is Gavin
expected to become a Newsom
candidate shortly, after
flirting with a possible run for years.
“I have a lot of service left in me,” Villaraigosa told a group of Democrats at
the party’s state convention last month,
in what appeared to be a slightly muffled
reference to his intentions.
There’s been no announcement by Villaraigosa, but “I fully expect he’s going to
run for governor,” said Democratic strategist Roger Salazar, who is close to the
former mayor.
The list is likely to get longer. Former
eBay executive and state controller Steve
Westly is giving it a close look, and billionaire climate activist Tom Steyer is
considering a run. The incumbent mayor
in Los Angeles, Eric Garcetti, is gearing
up for a re-election campaign next year
TURN TO GOVERNOR » PAGE A8
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Rep. Mike Thompson, D-St. Helena, is a lifelong hunter and chairman of the House Gun Violence Prevention Task Force. He has yet to
bring a bipartisan background-checks bill up for a vote despite a series of mass shootings in addition to daily gun tragedies.

St. Helena Democrat, a gun owner, leads push for safety laws
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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ike Thompson was talking gun safety
legislation as he slipped two yellow
shells into a 20-gauge Browning
shotgun, snapped the breech closed and yelled,
“Pull.”
Two orange sporting clays sailed in a low
arc above a muddy field, dark clouds hanging
over San Pablo Bay in the distance. Thompson
aimed and fired twice.
The first flying target shattered, raining
debris on the ground below. A second disc
suffered the same fate.
The white-haired congressman stared for a
moment with a satisfied look before turning to
reload.
“I’m just trying to stop the bad guys from
getting guns,” Thompson said after a day of
shooting in January, which included an early
morning duck hunt at the Yolo Bypass Wildlife
Area.
But the St. Helena Democrat, lifelong hunter, Vietnam War veteran and chairman of the
House Gun Violence Prevention Task Force,

has yet to hit his most important mark.
The party’s point man on gun control has
been unable to bring a bipartisan background
checks bill up for a vote despite continued
mass shootings that have taken innocent lives
from Newtown, Conn., to San Bernardino.
Congressional Republicans, backed by the
National Rifle Association and other gunrights groups, are blocking legislative efforts
that Democrats and their allies say are needed
to stem an estimated 30,000 gun deaths a year
in the United States.
Recent polls found a majority of Americans
support such measures, including mental
health screening for gun purchasers and creation of a federal database to track gun sales.
“Over 30 people are killed every day by
someone using a gun,” Thompson said. “Young
lives, old lives, mothers, brothers and sisters
are killed. Lives just snuffed out. There is mass
shooting after mass shooting and nothing gets
done. And the American people want something done.”
The deadlock on Capitol Hill has proved
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Evictions shine
new light on
rental market
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Anahi Cisneros, a business major at
Sonoma State University and the first
in her family to attend college, is trying
to focus on her studies. Instead, she has
spent most days for the past month and a
half helping her parents search for a new
apartment after they received an eviction
notice in February.
The family’s search in Sonoma County’s increasingly tight rental market has
been frenetic.
“We don’t know where we’re going to
go,” said Cisneros, 19, whose family is
one of eight being evicted from a small
apartment complex in Petaluma. “We’ve
been looking but we can’t find anything.
We’re all really stressed out.”
The families, many of whom have lived
in the eight-unit complex for more than a
decade, said they were not given a reason
when asked to leave.
“I didn’t move out, I was kicked out.
I don’t know why. I’m a good tenant,”
said Jesus Torres, 69, who lived with his
wife in their apartment at 200 Walnut St.
for nearly 42 years until this month. “I
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